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ABSTRACT


Although the United States Armed Forces train to fight unilaterally, our historical experience suggests we fight as a multilateral force. Post conflict analysis of coalition command and control often appear to focus on command structures. Although this is the case, we tend to rely on informal solutions to affecting the command and control of allied and coalition command structures.

Joint doctrine identifies two types of combined operations, coalitions and alliances. Coalitions are an informal arrangement of two or more military forces seeking a common objective. An alliance is a more formal arrangement between military forces. The more difficult of the two for integration of combat forces is a coalition. Absent common or standardized procedures, the coalition commander must spend a disproportionate amount of time integrating multinational combat forces into a cohesive, trained, combatant force. U.S. combined operations doctrine is contained in multiple JCS publications and does not adequately address joint tactics, techniques, or procedures for integration of multinational forces in combined operations.

This monograph suggests operational liaison teams can bridge the gap between forming a coalition and employment of the coalition in combat operations. A proactive liaison team with supporting staff infrastructure, can reduce the commander's direct involvement with liaison. Historical examples are the U.S. Fifth Army in WWII, and U.S. Central Command in OPERATION DESERT STORM. Liaison methods utilized in these examples are analyzed to determine the validity of current doctrine and offers a framework for future liaison teams in combined operations.
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I. Introduction

A coalition of dissimilar nations may require an indirect approach to achieving unity of effort. The theater commander may use primary staff for planning and an auxiliary staff to absorb, translate and relay straightforward, executable instructions to members of the coalition. U.S. Army Field Manual 100-5, Operations.¹

Combined Warfare - Warfare conducted by forces of two or more allied nations in coordinated action toward common objectives. Joint Publication 1-02.²

Although the United States Armed Forces train to fight unilaterally, our historical experience suggests we fight as a multi-lateral force. Coalition and alliance command and control often appear to rely on command structures. Although this is the case, we tend to rely on informal solutions to affecting the command and control of allied and coalition formations. General (Retired) Robert Riscassi, former Commander in Chief, United Nations Command and the Republic of Korea, observed the need for an agreed doctrine and approach to joint and combined operations. He suggests our historic perspective on these operations tend to focus on "personalities, more than methods." He further states doctrine should be based on methods to "communicate commander's intent, battlefield missions, control measures, combined arms and joint procedures and command relationships."³

The National Military Strategy (NMS) addresses joint and coalition warfighting but primarily orients on US service component functions, "each service has both a role and primary and collateral functions to execute, for which it must train, organize, and equip its forces."⁴ The NMS states integration of these forces in military operations is the responsibility of the combatant commanders, but how is this accomplished? Joint doctrine
identifies requirements for joint liaison officers, yet does not provide specific guidance for the establishment of combined liaison teams. In reality, combined and joint liaison teams are an ad hoc organization. As a power projection force, the United States Armed Forces should be prepared to provide service specific and joint liaison teams to combatant commands.

There are significant differences between the various services as they perform similar functions in air, ground, and maritime operations forces necessitating joint/combined liaison. For example, doctrine and procedures for the U.S. Army, Navy, Marines, and Air Force are dissimilar and compound the difficulty of integrating forces in combat operations. These difficulties are amplified in combined operations. General Riscassi observed:

In a coalition, the difficulties of joint operations are still prevalent, but with the added dimensions and complexities of two or more national armed forces, all of which bring their separate orientations and proclivities to the practice of warfare.\textsuperscript{5}

Execution of coalition operations is a complex task. Historically, the integration of combined air and naval forces is less difficult than the integration of land forces.\textsuperscript{6} In the U.S. military's experience with combined operations, ad hoc liaison teams overcame these obstacles, yet lessons learned are not captured in doctrine. Future combatant commands may not have the luxury of time to relearn these lessons.

U.S. Army Field Manual 100-5, \textit{Operations}, suggests successful coalitions and alliances possess similar traits. These traits are: goals and objectives, military doctrine and training, equipment, cultural differences, language (differences), teamwork and trust.\textsuperscript{7} Unity of effort in combined operations requires a linkage between U.S. and coalition
forces and is a significant concern for the joint force commander. There are two methods for achieving this linkage, integrated command structures and combined liaison. Unfortunately, there is an absence of doctrinal publications on combined liaison. U.S. Army TRADOC PAM 525-5, Force XXI Operations, a conceptual framework for Army operations in the Twenty First century states:

In the area of liaison, expanded training and professional education by CD-ROM based liaison packages must improve liaison team understanding of partner-army organization, equipment, doctrine, or civil agency procedures. Combat will require liaison teams with significant technical abilities to ensure full sharing of information necessary to fully utilize each participant's capabilities.  

Yet this does not provide a method or procedure for establishing and integrating forces. General Riscassi notes a doctrinal foundation must be based on methods. The United States Armed Forces have ample experience in modern combined operations which provides a foundation for doctrinal development in combined operations. This monograph analyzes current doctrine and examines the United States experience in two combined operations to identify considerations, and methods for liaison in future combined operations.

Chapter II analyzes current U.S. Army and Joint Chiefs of Staff publications concerning combined liaison. Current doctrinal considerations and procedures for liaison primarily orient on joint/ interservice requirements. A logical extension of the doctrinal framework of considerations is a method or procedures for combined liaison. A method for combined liaison is developed in this monograph by merging available doctrine with considerations and procedures found in modern combined operations.

Chapter III examines the United States Fifth Army's method for conducting
combined operations in the Mediterranean Theater of Operations in World War II. The chapter will examine the role of the liaison in Fifth Army, and the benefits of this liaison with the Brazilian Expeditionary Force during the Italian Campaign. The chapter identifies both methods and key considerations for future combined liaison.

Chapter IV examines the integration of joint and combined forces in OPERATION DESERT STORM. This chapter analyzes how the combat forces of thirty seven coalition nations were integrated into land, air, and maritime operations during the Gulf War. This examination includes methods utilized by the U.S. Armed Forces to effect joint liaison.

Chapter V is an analysis of methods utilized by the U.S. Armed Forces and is added to the framework developed in Chapter II. This provides a recommended liaison model for future coalition commanders. Chapter VI concludes the monograph suggesting the U.S. military is not prepared to rapidly provide combined liaison teams and should consider the recommendations found in Chapter V.
II. Liaison in Army and Joint Doctrine

Joint operations are the integrated military activities of two or more service components-Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps-of the US military.\textsuperscript{10} Whether operations are combined (involving members of a formal alliance) or a temporary coalition of other partners, certain considerations are important.\textsuperscript{11}

U.S. Army doctrine states Army units must be prepared to integrate with other services and forces from other nations. This integration requires "Robust liaison [which] will facilitate understanding, coordination, and mission accomplishment."\textsuperscript{12} However, no purpose, function, or method is identified in Army doctrine for joint or combined liaison. Field Manual 100-5's chapter on joint operations is oriented on command relationships and theater structure. Liaison is discussed in a concluding paragraph within the context of combined staffs and tactical liaison. Post OPERATION DESERT STORM analyses recognize the necessity for focusing on joint and combined interoperability:

"Greater interoperability is the trend...With defense budgets shrinking, we need to work together more efficiently. Jointness isn't going away." But when these attitudes are tested operationally, the differences between the services often outweigh the similarities, and cooperation is not easy to achieve.\textsuperscript{13}

As noted earlier, these joint difficulties are amplified in combined operations. Field Manual 100-5's chapter on combined operations is focused on considerations, planning, and conduct of combined operations. U.S. Army doctrine directs liaison between "forces of each nation and the next higher headquarters."\textsuperscript{14} As with joint operations, a method for conducting combined liaison is not identified.

However, the United States Armed Forces have affected liaison with a multitude of coalition and alliance partners in combat operations from World War II to OPERATION
DESERSTORM. These operational liaison methods have proved successful yet hastily prepared, executed, and just as hastily forgotten, at the conclusion of operations.

**Alliance and Coalition Structures**

"Combined operations involve the military forces of two or more nations acting together in common purpose." Joint doctrine identifies two types of combined operations, coalitions and alliances. Coalitions are an informal arrangement of two or more military forces seeking a common objective. An alliance is a more formal arrangement between military forces which possess "integrated command structures, broad legitimacy, and habits of cooperation."

The more difficult of the two for integration of combat forces is a coalition. Absent common or standardized procedures, the coalition commander must spend a disproportionate amount of time integrating multinational combat forces into a cohesive, trained, combatant force.

Joint (JCS) doctrine is oriented more on joint / interservice requirements, and less on combined operations. Joint publication 5-00.2, *Joint Task Force Planning Guidance and Procedures*, identifies liaison as a subordinate unit function to higher headquarters and adjacent units. The included annex in Joint pub 5-00.2 is general in context and does not include considerations for the complexity of combined liaison. Presently, there is no single JCS doctrinal publication for multinational operations. U.S. combined operations doctrine is contained in multiple JCS publications. JCS publication 3-16, *Joint Doctrine for Multinational Operations* is in development, but will only consolidate this dispersed
combined doctrine and not address joint tactics, techniques, or procedures (JTTP's).\(^{17}\)

Unfortunately, JTTP's are quite possibly the linchpin for success in combined operations.

General Riscassi notes this necessity for joint and combined procedures:

Procedure that require multinational forces to operate seamlessly should be practiced routinely. Because of the complexity of joint and combined operations, the required skills atrophy quickly. Training should be joint and reoccur cyclically at the operational and tactical levels. This is essential both to build the basis for trust, which will be vital in war, and to identify the abilities and limitations of coalition forces. For an ad hoc coalition, the same methodology applies, but the time available may be condensed and have to occur during hostilities.\(^{18}\)

Although an alliance implies standardized procedures and agreements for facilitating integration are present, differing national interests remain an inherent tension. These same tensions are present in coalition operations but are more difficult to overcome. Therefore, considerations and procedures for a liaison framework in coalition operations may provide greater utility for future coalition commanders and staffs than a discussion of joint considerations.

**The U.S. Doctrinal Framework for Coalition Integration**

The tools required to build a successfully integrated coalition are evident in both doctrine and recent historical experience. Doctrine offers considerations for coalition operations while historical experience provides methods for integration. One coalition does not necessarily reflect another, yet there are factors which appear to be common to all coalitions. Joint Publication 3.0, *Doctrine for Joint Operations*, identifies considerations for multinational operations and considerations during planning and execution of operations.\(^{19}\) For multinational operations these are: national goals, unity of
effort, doctrine, training and equipment, cultural differences, management of resources, and national communications. During the planning and execution of operations, rules of engagement, media, local law enforcement, command and control, coordination and liaison, plans and procedures, intelligence, logistics, and protection are added. Where these diverge between coalition members, the coalition has the potential to breakdown. Although joint doctrine lists considerations, are they operational constraints, limiting the coalition's freedom of action? How is their significance determined by the force commander?

Whether these are constraints, or not, is determined by whether the force commander can influence the coalition contingents. The desired end is an integration of combat forces and unity of effort. The commander's personal ability to effect this integration is finite. The vehicle for influencing these considerations are liaison teams. Additionally, the requirement for unity of effort necessitates development of procedures for liaison teams to assess each multinational contingent.

Method for Assessing Coalition Contingents

A potential model for weighing these considerations is a framework similar to the checklist developed by John M. Collins in his article entitled, "Military Intervention: A Checklist of Key Considerations". Collins identified considerations to "help US leaders determine whether military power is appropriate" and to "ascertain whether ongoing military operations seem warranted." Collins' descriptive list includes: national interests, threats to national interests (which can be a unifying theme for the coalition),
political aims and military missions, strategic and policy guidance, planning options, resources, congressional and public support. These same considerations are applicable to multinational contingents and have significant impact throughout the execution and planning of operations. The liaison team can provide this assessment for the commander. A review of historical combined operations experiences can expand the list to include: personalities, and alliance/coalition unity. The list of considerations is subjective in analysis and potentially expansive in scope. Yet, the combined force commander and his staff must make an assessment of contributing contingents to ensure unity of effort.

Liaison, the Linkage Between Commanders and Multinational Contingents

Joint Publication 1-02, Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms, defines liaison as "that contact or intercommunication maintained between elements of military forces to ensure mutual understanding and unity of purpose and action." The necessity for liaison is identified as an organizational consideration in JCS publication 3.0. Yet these four paragraphs do not adequately address combined liaison requirements, organization, or method of operation. The purpose of joint liaison is to facilitate the integration of joint forces to insure unity of effort. Within combined operations this purpose is expanded to provide the combined forces commander and his staff an appreciation for the military capabilities, personalities, and national interests of coalition nations. In the absence of joint doctrine or method (tactics, techniques, and procedures), the combined force commander must organize his liaison effort and coordinating staff organization to assess and assist the multinational contingents. The
Collins model provides a framework for assessment. To address the considerations identified earlier, the liaison may function as the commander's directed telescope, or as a subsection of the operations section.

The directed telescope as defined by Lieutenant Colonel Gary B. Griffin in,*The Directed Telescope: A Traditional Element of Effective Command,* is the use of "specially selected, highly qualified, and trusted young officers as special agents or observers" by the commander for "obtaining battlefield command information."

The study focuses on personal command involvement with liaison officers in combined operations.

As an alternative, this monograph suggests a proactive liaison team with supporting staff infrastructure, can reduce the commander's direct involvement with liaison. Historical examples are the U.S. Fifth Army in WWII, and U.S. Central Command in **OPERATION DESERT STORM.** Liaison methods utilized in these examples are analyzed to determine the validity of current doctrinal considerations and whether any considerations should be included. Additionally, the methods utilized by liaison teams are offered as JTTPs for future combined liaison.
III. Combined Operations in World War II

United States Fifth Army in the Mediterranean Theater of Operations

The American Fifth Army in Italy represents the best American, and probably the best Allied, coalition experience in the war. Non-US components composed almost half its manpower. Though not assigned at the same time, Fifth Army fielded three US corps (11 divisions), two British and one Commonwealth corps (six British, one New Zealand, one South African, and three Indian divisions), a French corps (two French, one Algerian, and two Moroccan divisions), two Italian combat groups, and a Brazilian division.²⁷

The U.S. Fifth Army was the only numbered Army organized outside the continental United States during World War II. Organized in North Africa, the Fifth Army ended the war during the campaign for Italy. The Mediterranean Theater of Operations was the first combined theater in Europe under U.S. command. After General Eisenhower's departure in 1943, Allied forces in the Mediterranean were commanded by British General Sir Henry Maitland Wilson, with General Sir Harold R.L.G. Alexander, overall commander of Allied ground forces in Italy. The U.S. contingent commander, Lieutenant General Mark W. Clark, had organized, trained, and fought the Fifth Army from 1943 to 1944.²⁸

Fifth Army Staff Organization

Fifth Army's success as a coalition is attributable to an effective staff organization which developed procedures for receiving, training, and integrating multi-national contingents for combat operations. The staff consisted of the standard general staff and special staff sections. In addition to U.S. personnel "the Army headquarters included British, French, and Italian increments which assisted in the supervision of the
administration of troops of those nationalities which were assigned to the Army.\textsuperscript{29} The assignment of increments or combined staff were linked to the size of the contributing nations force. The British and French contingents were the largest with the Italian contingent contributing expertise in areas concerning Italian military and non-military matters.

The integration of disparate national contingents could not be achieved through staff integration alone. The impending arrival of the French Corps necessitated establishing the French Training Section, with a U.S. Army Brigadier General as chief of section. The French Training Section's duties were to "teach and train French personnel in the technical handling of American equipment."\textsuperscript{30} Additionally each of the French divisions had an American officer "assigned to act as adviser to the division commander and as a channel of communications between Fifth Army and the individual divisions."\textsuperscript{31} The French Training Section's mandate included inspections of the units of the divisions, and coordinating the movements of French units with Fifth Army Headquarters.\textsuperscript{32} The integration of British, French and Italian troops in Fifth Army "increased the problems of liaison and supply which had to be surmounted in order to provide an effective fighting force."\textsuperscript{33}

\textbf{Integration of Contingents in Combat Operations}

The Fifth Army G-3 section organized with six subdivisions: operations, planning, organization, air-ground liaison, training, information and education.\textsuperscript{34} The operations sub-section coordinated both national and combined liaison reports within the Army.
Signal Intelligence and Monitoring platoons (SIAM) were attached to each division headquarters to facilitate communications between division, corps, and army headquarters. These platoons were tasked to monitor division internal frequencies forwarding information of subordinate unit progress to higher headquarters before divisions transmitted the same tactical information.\(^{35}\) Individual liaison officers from each division and corps operated between their respective units and Army headquarters. Liaison officers were provided to the multinational divisions and corps from Fifth Army. These officers, and liaison officers from subordinate U.S. units, were provided daily briefings at 0930 and reported back each evening. The G3 section provided liaison officers a room for coordinating and posting information on duplicate operations maps. This effort often provided a duplication of tactical information gleaned from unit reports.\(^{36}\) What proved of more value to the Fifth Army commander and staff was information not transmitted through normal reporting channels. Specifically, the military capability, commander's intentions, and national interests of multi-national contingents. This assessment would be as vital to the conduct of current and future combat operations as were routine G1 through G4 requirements.

These assessments were more difficult to realize in units without representation on the Fifth Army Staff. That a contingent did not have representation on the staff did not lessen its overall value to the campaign in Italy. In fact, these forces were considered vital to the conduct of the campaign since U.S. and British reinforcements were withheld for the impending invasion of west Europe.\(^{37}\) This required the liaison officer to insert himself into every aspect of a multinational contingent. The Fifth Army's liaison officer
with the Brazilian Expeditionary Force achieved this task in what proved the most difficult, yet mutually beneficial integration of a coalition contingent within the Fifth Army.\(^{38}\)

**The Brazilian Expeditionary Force**

The Brazilian contribution to the Allied effort is a direct result of German attacks on shipping in the south Atlantic. Before entering the war, Brazil had contributed basing rights for U.S. aircraft and shipping which reduced the ocean gap for cross Atlantic movement almost in half.\(^{39}\) U.S. Army Lieutenant General (Retired) Vernon A. Walters, then a Captain, became Fifth Army's liaison with the Brazilians. Captain Walters noted that "For political as well as military reasons it was important that the largest nation in South America take an active part in the war against Germany."\(^{40}\) To further Brazil's role beyond that of the dominant regional power in South America, Brazil offered an expeditionary force to fight under U.S. command in the Mediterranean Theater of Operations.\(^{41}\) Brazil declared war on Germany, 22 August 1942.

The original Brazilian offer of a three division force organized as U.S. divisions proved logistically insupportable. Transportation assets would have been diverted from other allied efforts.\(^{42}\) Ultimately, Brazil contributed one division with replacements, and an aviation squadron in the theater. The difficulties encountered, differences in culture, military organization, and training were not unique to the U.S. and Brazilian relationship, but also existed within the Brazilian force. The differences in U.S./Brazilian military organization and training were mitigated by almost two years of preparation before
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commitment in theater.\footnote{Commitment in theater, 43} Brazilian officers and soldiers were trained by the U.S. Army in the United States and Brazil before deployment.\footnote{Training in the United States and Brazil before deployment, 44} Once in theater, Fifth Army concluded training for the Brazilians similar to the French Corps in North Africa. This training would be required for U.S. divisions entering theater as well.\footnote{Training requirements for U.S. divisions entering theater, 45} The Brazilian Expeditionary Force was comprised of three regiments of infantry, each from a separate region of Brazil and with varying degrees of training proficiency.\footnote{Regimental composition and training proficiency, 46} This would become a significant factor during combat operations, confronting the liaison officer with potentially diverging U.S. and Brazilian national interests in combined operations.

**Liaison Officer's Methodology at the Tactical Level**

The Brazilian Liaison officer was reassigned from duties as aide de camp for the Fifth Army Commander. Both assignments were a result of his ability to speak multiple languages including Portuguese. The request by Major General Mascarenhas, commander of the 1st Brazilian Infantry Division, cited Captain Walters familiarity with the language, Italy, and the Fifth Army. The General also appeared comfortable with Captain Walters from an introduction and meetings two years earlier in Brazil and the United States.\footnote{Familiarity with language and previous meetings, 47}

The formal requirements for liaison officers in Fifth Army were compatible with information requirements of the commander and staff, and not specifically concerned with the gaining unit's national interests. The liaison officer's ability to affect any coordination was limited to the existing communications infrastructure. Fifth Army equipment issued to the BEF liaison unit included individual equipment, one jeep, lantern and stove.\footnote{Equipment issued to liaison unit, 48} Beginning in August 1944 until the end of the war, the liaison officer would report where...
Fifth Army and Brazilian national interests diverged with the Fifth Army Staff, and coordinate tactical operations and logistics with IV Corps and adjacent units. The amicable relationship between the liaison officer and BEF commander engendered trust between the liaison officer and regimental and battalion commanders. This access allowed the liaison officer to ensure they understood the Fifth Army and IV Corps commander's intent in operations.50

Modern doctrinal considerations for multinational operations identified in the BEF were national goals and cultural differences. Unity of effort, doctrine, training and equipment were almost guaranteed through the preparation of the BEF before arrival in theater.51 The BEF liaison assessed Fifth Army and BEF considerations in alignment with the Collin's military intervention checklist. Specifically, the BEF liaison officer understood Brazilian national interests, threats to national interests, political aims and military missions, strategic and policy guidance, planning options, resources, and Brazilian government and public support.

Brazil's national interests/goals were to participate in the war against Germany and gain recognition for Brazil's potential as more than a regional power in South America. Threats to these interests were any denigration of the Expeditionary force's conduct of combat operations. Within the BEF the political aims were to prevent one regional regiment from overshadowing any other for unity within the BEF and post-war unity in Brazil.52

This became evident during the battle for Monte Castello. The Brazilian commander redesignated the division's main effort from the tested 6th Infantry Regiment
to afford an opportunity for the 11th Infantry Regiment other than a supporting role. While it concerned the liaison officer, he also appreciated the strength of the German defense and the preparation the BEF had undertaken. Additionally, the liaison withheld commenting to Fifth Army and IV Corps. Once Monte Castello had been seized by the 11th Infantry Regiment, after three attacks, the BEF commander accomplished his political aim, providing the 11th Regiment a place in history.

Fifth Army planning options including the BEF were a concern for both the army and the BEF. The liaison officer sought to ameliorate the concerns at Fifth Army by advertising BEF strengths in patrolling and small unit operations. Management of resources were less of a concern for the BEF than Fifth Army. This proved to be a cultural difference rather than mismanagement. The Fifth Army had to adjust standard ration menus and issue of cold weather clothing as most Brazilian soldiers had never been introduced to severe winter weather, nor American rations.

Analysis

The operational importance of the BEF to Fifth Army was the reinforcement by a division when the Italian campaign became a secondary theater for the allies. Elements of the BEF fought from the Gothic line to the end of the war and received the surrender of the first German Division in Europe. The emergence of Brazil on the world stage could have proven an insignificant event without the support of Fifth Army. Committing the BEF in active combat achieved Fifth Army operational objectives and Brazilian national interests. Possibly neither would be achieved without the support of the liaison officer. The
longterm result is that this is still a period of great interest to the Brazilian people and a unifying linkage between the United States and Brazil.

Liaison in Fifth Army was an assigned function of the army G3 operations section and weighted to provide commanders tactical information. Success was achieved in spite of the fact that Fifth Army's organization did not include a thorough preparation of liaison officers, and an assessment of multinational interests were not considered a priority information requirement. Once tasked, a liaison officer received no guidance on combined operations considerations. A disregard for the political aims of the multinational contingents could have led to acrimonious debate within the army over missions and national interests. These were avoided by a liaison officer's proactive involvement and assessment of coalition interests.

Current doctrinal considerations appear valid, but not specific enough for assessing coalition nation interests and their effect on operations. The efforts of then Captain Walters to evaluate the BEF provide some measurement of Collins model's utility for coalitions with mainly cultural differences. But can the model prove effective in a coalition with multinational contingents comprised of dissimilar organizations? The use of liaison in OPERATION DESERT STORM provides an opportunity to observe recent combined liaison operations for areas of doctrinal improvement.
IV. Combined Liaison in OPERATIONS DESERT SHIELD/STORM

Command and control of a coalition military force, as for a single-nation force, takes place at four interlocking levels: political, strategic, operational, and tactical. From the outset, the challenge to the Mideast coalition was to achieve superior performance at all four levels. The coalition had only one opportunity to get it right: it appears to have succeeded.⁵⁷

The successful conduct of coalition operations in OPERATION DESERT STORM provides the United States Armed Forces an opportunity to address the validity of combined operations doctrine and associated tactics, techniques, and procedures. The rapid integration of the thirty seven coalition nations in air, land, and maritime operations within one theater of war exceeded the scope and pace of combined operations during any other period in U.S. military history. Yet this integration was not a fluid process and often identified as a point of contention between the Joint Force Commander, HRH, LTG Khaled bin Sultan, and the Commander, United States Central Command, General Schwarzkopf.⁵⁸ Although personalities are not a consideration in combined operations planning, in fact, a focus on personalities often overrides most assessments of coalition operations. This suggests command personality is a valid consideration for combined operations. During this operation, personalities provide little if any utility for assessment of combined operations doctrine.⁵⁹

The yeoman efforts at integration during DESERT STORM were conducted by liaison teams from the United States to the multinational contingents with a possible exception of the British Army contingent. Initially assigned to fight with the U.S. Marines before reassignment with the U.S. VII Corps, the British contingent was able to successfully integrate with the Marines "at all levels."⁶⁰ An analysis of the integration of
the British 7th Armoured Brigade with the U.S. Marine Corps provides an opportunity to validate considerations for combined operation planning and integration between symmetric forces. Similarly, the replacement of the 7th Armoured Brigade by the U.S. Army's 2d Armored Division's Tiger Brigade is an opportunity to address considerations for joint operations doctrine and TTP's.

U.S. / UK Integration and Combined Liaison

Conducting liaison with allied forces requires a degree of robustness in terms of equipment, personnel and skills which differs with that of liaison with U.S. forces and differs from ally to ally depending on the degree of sophistication of the allied force.\(^1\)

The integration of U.S. and British forces occurred at both the operational and tactical levels in theater. At the operational level, the British desired integration "within the American planning staff in order that they could represent a British view and influence both the overall plan and the use of British forces within that plan."\(^2\) In a post war assessment on the effectiveness of U.S./ UK integration, the British Forces Commander notes "this role played by these British officers in American operational planning was duplicated at all levels of operational command. There were about 100 British officers from all three services in various key positions in the U.S. command system. The integration not only bred confidence, understanding and goodwill, but ensured at all levels that our forces were properly used and deployed."\(^3\)

This combined staff integration was reminiscent of operational staffs during World War II and vital to the combined operations consideration, unity of effort. The size of the
British commitment did not warrant the establishment of an independent British zone in theater. Subsequently, the British 7th Armoured Brigade was designated for commitment with the U.S. I Marine Expeditionary Force. Before releasing tactical control to the Marines, the British Forces Commander (BFC) and 7th Armoured brigade commander believed they must overcome U.S. perceptions of inadequacies in their desert training and equipment preparation. This proved both a political aim and military mission for the brigade commander who pursued an aggressive train up to include live fire exercises on a scale unprecedented for the brigade. By 16 November 1990, the brigade commander and BFC determined this "aim of confidence building had been met." Subsequently, the brigade commander "declared ourselves operationally ready to the 1st Marine Expeditionary Force and took up our position in the defense of Saudi Arabia as part of the 1st Marine Division." The method of liaison while the British were under tactical control of the Marines would not resemble the combined liaison found in other coalition forces. The British had traditional relationships with the U.S. Army in Europe, but found differences in Army and Marine procedures an area of concern. The desired integration was attained through the assignment of British personnel to the Marine headquarters and attachment of ANGLICO's to the British staff. Additionally, the personalities of both the British and Marine commanders facilitated the integration of the forces.

As additional forces were introduced in theater, the I MEF became a supporting effort in offensive plans with the main attack conducted by U.S. Army units. The BFC identified this as a threat to British national interests, both "military and political" and conducted a personal campaign to realign the British Army contingent with the U.S.
Army's VII Corps. This necessitated establishing both a combined staff and liaison with VII Corps.

Within the VIIth Corps, the British staff officers reported to their dedicated U.S. staff officer and not the British commander. This role was assumed by individual liaison officers at the VII Corps Main and Tactical Command Posts, and by two liaison officers with the 1st Infantry Division. These liaison officers provided a redundant communications network between the commanders of the two contingents. Although accustomed to working with the U.S. Army, and fully integrated with the VII Corps, doctrinal differences required a detailed division order which "catered for the lack of common terminology, drills, and procedures" between the British 1st Armoured Division and U.S. 1st Infantry Division.

Analysis

The successful integration of U.S. and UK ground forces is attributable to several doctrinal considerations for combined operations: commonality of language (culture), unity of effort, coordination and liaison. Interestingly, the areas of greatest tension are identified in Collins considerations; threats to national interests, political aims and military missions. Areas not resolved by liaison were resolved through the personal involvement of commanders (personalities). Of significance is the requirement for liaison officers between symmetric organizations mainly to facilitate communications. Assessments of multinational contingents were easily achieved by commanders while liaison officers and combined staffs addressed the routine information requirements.
inherent in combat operations. This does not negate the significance of liaison officers or combined staffs, it does suggest a different requirement for forces which are not similarly compatible.

**Combined Liaison with Asymmetric Forces**

The commitment of non-allied combatant forces to the coalition presented the theater commander with the task of integrating disparate multinational contingents into a combined force. The task to assess their military capabilities and limitations, and to ensure their integration at the operational and tactical level became two distinct operations. The task of providing tactical level liaison fell to U.S. Army Special Forces. Operational level liaison originated in the Army component of central command (ARCENT) and evolved from reporting directly to the ARCENT staff to the ARCENT commander and U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM).\textsuperscript{72} This integrations could be considered the greatest challenge for the coalition. As General Riscassi noted the greatest difficulty for integration in combined operation is between asymmetric armies. "There may be, and usually are, vast differences in the organizations, capabilities, and cultures of military forces. As a general rule, differences are most severe in ground forces."\textsuperscript{73} The liaison methods developed to ensure integration within the coalition provide a foundation for future combined operations.

**Tactical Liaison in Combined Operations**

Initial liaison responsibilities befell the U.S. Army Special Forces in theater as a
result of their area specific capabilities, "language and cultural orientation skills, wide range of tactical and technical expertise, and levels of training allowed them to perform a wide range of missions supporting coalition forces."74 Eventually, 109 coordination and training teams of approximately 3-4 soldiers would be created to support the coalition contingents down to battalion level.75 These teams would accompany each battalion, brigade, and division of the Pan Arab force during the ground offensive.76 Although not resourced to provide such a large volume of teams, Special Forces teams were augmented with vehicles and communications equipment in theater. These teams became an important link between coalition tactical forces and the theater commander. Their reporting of tactical information, outpacing the tactical reporting through the JFC, provided Central Command's staff an expeditious method of obtaining battlefield intelligence. Special Forces teams also ensured integration between adjacent coalition units. Cultural differences among the Arab contingents were as common as differences between Arab and Western forces. These contingents would not conduct adjacent unit coordination. The Special Forces liaison teams made this coordination a priority throughout the war.77

Analysis

This tactical level liaison or coalition warfare support provided the CENTCOM staff a capability for integrating disparate multinational contingents into a combined force. Their regional specific training is unequalled within the current U.S. Army force structure and no similar capability exists other than foreign area officer training. The scale of the
operation overextended U.S. Special Forces regional capability and expertise, yet the result was a successful integration of Pan Arab forces in the coalition. Future coalitions may require a similar effort and rely on other sources within the Army area specific expertise.

**Operational Level Combined Liaison**

The Third U.S. Army commander identified three roles for his command during the Gulf War: serving as the army component command (ARCENT), a theater army, and a numbered field army. As the army component command, coordination began immediately with the Saudi government for intra-theater support for arriving forces. From this initial coordination, ARCENT liaison would expand to include operational planning for offensive operations with U.S. Army units, Joint Forces Command-North which included Saudi, Egyptian, Syrian, and Kuwaiti forces, Joint Forces Command-East, and the U.S. Marine Corps.78

These liaison teams were to provide ARCENT and CENTCOM an operational linkage between U.S. and coalition forces. Where the liaison teams were well received by the coalition nations, the U.S. forces did not appear as receptive with their presence.79

This chapter addresses the efforts of the liaison teams provided with the coalition forces and their linkage with the tactical liaison provided by the Special Forces coalition warfare support teams.

The concept of an operational liaison apparently originated with the Third Army commander. This liaison would exceed the historical precedent of one or two officers and require an organization "that could be a mini-corps headquarters if it had to be."80
dilemma for the Third Army became where to find the necessary personnel and equipment for the liaison teams. The Department of the Army, Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations, Force Development Office provided the necessary assistance and the effort was titled Project 5.81

The tactical liaison provided by the 5th Special Forces Group would be operational by mid-September 1990. The ARCENT liaison required more time to acquire personnel, organize teams, deploy in theater, receive ARCENT guidance, and fall in on the assigned coalition headquarters. For some members of liaison team Golf, assigned to the JFC-N, the time between individual notification for deployment and link up with the 1st Egyptian Corps took two months.82 Acquiring personnel and equipment for Project 5 engendered questions at all levels as to the validity of the requirement. Questions raised by contributing units often delayed the arrival of personnel and equipment. This contributed to teams deploying from CONUS with incomplete equipment lists. Once in theater, this would continue to plague the liaison teams.83 The teams were organized with approximately thirty five personnel and commanded by a Colonel with War College experience.84 Increasing requirements for the teams necessitated modifications to the organization. Team Golf operated with approximately fourteen personnel.85

These teams were to provide "essential staff expertise and advice on large-scale operations to our coalition partners in addition to working U. S. coalition issues such as communications interface, force modernization and targeting."86 Although considered a priority by the ARCENT and CENTCOM commanders the staff linkage was not adequately resourced. The concept originated in the ARCENT G3 Operations section, yet
a designated liaison point of contact was not established. Subsequently, teams would have to coordinate and complete actions with various shift officers at ARCENT. 87

Unlike the Fifth Army in WW II, the liaison teams were incapable of physically reporting to Third Army due to distances and timeliness of reporting requirements. Nor was this a necessary requirement. A robust communications element accompanied each of the seven teams and provided adequate connectivity with ARCENT. Prior to assumption of offensive operations, activities were coordinated directly with ARCENT. After initiation of offensive operations, CENTCOM would bypass ARCENT for access direct to the teams. Additionally, the Third Army commander required the teams to report twice daily through his executive officer. 88 This increased the burden on the liaison teams which also reported to the G3, while continuing to provide assistance to their assigned coalition headquarters.

The synergy between the Special Forces and operational liaison were to prove vital to the effort of the Egyptian Corps. When CENTCOM determined an earlier attack time was warranted throughout the theater, the task of informing the corps commander befell the operational liaison team chief. The difficulty for the Egyptians would become the desynchronization of their offensive plan. 89 To facilitate the Egyptian attack, the Special Forces teams attached to the Egyptian Corps directed close-air support during the initial breach operations. 90 This provided the support desired by the Egyptians and contributed to their agreement to attack early. This was not an insignificant matter as the Egyptian Corps was on the right flank of VII Corps and their attack supported VII Corps. Additionally, the Egyptians were reporting directly to the JFC commander, not CENTCOM. The
communications between the liaison and ARCENT/CENTCOM would prove more efficient than the coalition network, and the linkage between both JFC and CENTCOM provided JFC timely reporting in theater. The operational liaison elements were flexible organizations and transferable as a mobile command and control headquarters in theater. Team Golf was reassigned after combat operations to support the Coalition/Iraqi discussions at Safwan with four hours notification, and the Kuwaiti military as an element of Task Force Freedom. It was subsequently reassigned with twenty four hours notice to Rafah, Saudi Arabia, to coordinate the displaced civilian effort between the Saudi government and CENTCOM. The ARCENT liaison assigned to multinational forces within the coalition proved "critical in the coordination of operations between coalition and U.S. units." They also provided a link between the tactical liaison teams the operational requirements of the coalition tactical commanders enabling the tactical liaison to avoid those issues.

Analysis

Coalitions comprised of asymmetric forces have become a post DESERT STORM reality. The lesson learned in combined operations is integration of a coalition military force can not be achieved through diplomatic arrangements or a commander's personal involvement alone. Coalition integration requires tactical and operational liaison, which provides the operational commander an ability to assess military capabilities and political interests of multinational contingents. Additionally, liaison can not be an element of the commander's personal staff. Liaison must be integrated within a section or subsection of
the staff to release the commander to fight the enemy, not the coalition. The robust liaison created for OPERATION DESERT STORM is a proven method, providing a foundation for doctrine and future combined operations. Tactical level liaison combined with an operational liaison proved a better vehicle for ascertaining the considerations of coalition operations in the context of their contingent and the theater commander.
V. Liaison Model

The post Cold War era finds the United States in a unique position as the only nation capable of rapidly projecting forces overseas and possessing geographic commands to protect its national interests abroad. Within these regional command structures, our forces must be prepared to rapidly receive, assess, and integrate traditional allies, non-allied nations, and even former adversaries in military operations. In the absence of doctrinal perspectives or method, the tasks above could prove a limiting factor for rapidly executing coalition operations. Fortunately, the United States is "able to draw upon a long history of allied military operations and from that history, derive a perspective for our future combined warfighting needs."

The historical perspectives reviewed in this monograph identify three components for operational liaison in coalition operations: personnel and equipment, staff organization, and considerations for integrating U.S. and coalition military forces.

Personnel and Equipment

Coalition liaison is too complicated to allow for traditional joint liaison which has subordinate units providing liaison to the higher headquarters. Combined liaison must be an extension of the higher headquarters staff to coordinate operational requirements. Currently, U.S. unified command staff organizations do not include adequate personnel strength to assign these missions from within the command. Therefore, it should be expected that future liaison personnel will continue to augment the combatant command in theater.
The size of the liaison team will depend on whether the coalition is comprised of allies, symmetric, or asymmetric military forces. Liaison requirements with allies have the advantage of a common reference for doctrine, training and equipment, and probably national interests. This should reduce the requirement for large operational liaison teams to smaller teams which can provide an alternative method of communicating between contingents. Additional liaison requirements can be achieved through the establishment of combined staffs, a traditional feature of allied operations, and traditional tactical liaison between adjacent and reinforcing units.

Liaison between non-allied or asymmetric military forces require a degree of robustness that resembles the method developed during OPERATION DESERT STORM. The size of the multinational contingent may not necessitate a "mini-corps headquarters", but it is not unreasonable to expect it will require a larger liaison element than one or two individuals communicating tactical combat information. Additionally, multinational contingents may arrive in theater without adequate combat power requiring tactical liaison with reinforcing units. A focus on tactical liaison alone can not accommodate operational issues. Therefore, the operational liaison team must be adequately resourced to address operational and tactical issues. The tactical liaison / operational liaison integration will require the higher liaison team assuming a degree of control over the tactical liaison to ensure unity of effort. This relationship will prove more difficult between U.S. conventional and unconventional forces than between similar forces. This difficulty can be mitigated by a synchronized liaison plan at the theater level.

The resourcing of personnel for operational liaison can be facilitated by the
identification of requirements by the unified commands and coordination between the unified commands and services to pre-designate the necessary personnel. Within the Army, TDA units could battle roster positions for liaison teams to specific unified commands. This will reduce the stress on the MTO&E units and capitalize on the depth of experience in TDA organizations. Another option may be the activation of reserve personnel with area and language expertise. Additionally, the unified commands possess the ability to conduct liaison rehearsals in conjunction with scheduled joint and combined exercises. This would address the concerns identified earlier by General Riscassi, "because of the complexity of joint and combined operations, the required skills atrophy quickly. Training should be joint and reoccur at the operational and tactical levels."\textsuperscript{95}

Equipping future operational liaison teams will prove less difficult as a result of OPERATION DESERT STORM. The U.S. Third Army was tasked by the Army Chief of Staff, General Sullivan, to maintain the equipment utilized by the operational liaison teams for future Army wide use.\textsuperscript{96} Training with this equipment during joint and combined exercises will enhance team building, and provide opportunity for improvements to these future liaison teams. This may also reduce the time required for deployment of liaison teams during future operations.

**Staff Organization**

The innumerable tasks inherent in integrating coalition operations exceeds the ability of any one person to coordinate the effort. This means the commander should not consider the operational liaison team an element of his personal staff. This does not
suggest direct communications are unwarranted. Instead they should be reserved for issues of operational necessity. The theater staff should assume responsibility for the operational liaison teams. Utilizing the Fifth Army's method of designating a liaison section within G3 to coordinate reporting and processing requirements proved an efficient organization. The operational linkage in DESERT STORM, may have proved more efficient had the ARCENT G3 and CENTCOM CJ3 been similarly organized. This organization therefore is a requirement for both the Army component and unified command staffs in coalition operations.

**Reporting Linkage**

The reporting linkage for operational concerns in Fifth Army was limited to the single liaison officer. All other reporting oriented on tactical information. During the Gulf War, operational issues were relayed by both the operational teams through ARCENT, and tactical liaison teams through 5th Special Forces Group to US SOCCENT. This redundancy will likely remain and should not be considered detrimental to unity of effort. Cooperation between the operational and tactical liaison does not assume the requirement for all reporting to originate with one element. Once the relationship between liaison teams is established by the theater commander, the teams will achieve the appropriate level of integration. The theater staff will have to recognize the dual reporting and establish procedures for resolving conflicting reports.

Integrating coalition staff officers within a combined staff can alleviate some tension inherent in integrating coalition forces. As evidenced by the British in
OPERATION DESERT STORM, this is more easily achieved between traditional allies than between non-traditional allies in a coalition. These staff officers are assigned to facilitate their contingent's integration in theater, not to report to their contingent commander. However, it can contribute to coalition unity if a contingent desires a visible staff representation. These positions are anticipated in planning coalition operations. Considerations for coalition operations and a method for assessing the coalition contingents become the final linkage for integration of coalition contingents in combined operations.

**Considerations for Liaison Teams in Coalition Operations**

Doctrinal considerations for coalition operations have more utility for planning to form a coalition at the strategic level of war, rather than planning and executing operational liaison teams. The doctrinal considerations are developed from historical experiences, but are considerations for the home team, the United States, and do not adequately address the requirements of the visitors, coalition forces. Since considerations are subjective by nature, a list of considerations can be expansive. In the absence of a doctrinal procedure, this chapter proposes the liaison team conduct its assessment based on a modification to the Collins model checklist. Specifically, the operational liaison officer's assessment is to gain insight to the degree of commitment, personalities, and commitment of the multinational contingent within the coalition. The task is not as daunting or subject to error as one may assume. Successful liaison officers and teams have conducted similar assessments without the benefit of preparatory
training or guidance. Therefore the utility of the assessment is that it can be rapidly conducted and developed for the theater commander.

The Collins model was developed not to provide answers, but to pose questions for U.S. policy makers when considering military interventions. These same considerations can be evaluated by the liaison team. The assessment should be conducted from the perspective of the multinational contingent, not the United States. Areas where there are divergent or conflicting views should be addressed immediately to ensure unity of effort within the coalition. These "key considerations" are: national interests, threats to national interests, political aims and military missions, strategic and policy guidance, planning options, resources, governmental and public support, and personalities. Personalities are not a key consideration in Joint doctrine or the Collins checklist. Its reoccurrence in history suggests inclusion in any assessment is appropriate. The considerations and a brief description follow.

National interests should be addressed to determine commonality and compatibility with coalition interests. Threats to national interests should be determined as what threats will have an adverse effect on the conduct of military operations within the coalition. These threats may also provide a unifying theme for the coalition if similar to other nation's threats. Strategic and operational policy guidance will change a lot during the conduct of military operations. The assessment must address the effect of changes on the coalition effort.

Political aims and military missions are two distinct but related areas. Political aims must be assessed to determine to what degree is the contingent allowed to conduct
combat operations. Are the political aims achieved by arriving in theater without a
willingness to engage in offensive operations (as occurred in OPERATION DESERT
STORM). After assessing the political aims, appropriate military missions can be tasked
from the coalition.

Planning options involve an assessment of both military capabilities and policy
guidance. A contingent should not receive tasks greater than it's ability or mandate.
Resources are a significant consideration as most nations do not possess the ability to
arrive in theater with adequate combat power or logistical infrastructure. Liaison teams
must determined resource requirements and whether there are compatible sources within
the theater. Governmental and public support is difficult to assess yet the liaison team can
present observations and recommendations to the theater commander that ensures
coalition activities do not erode support for multinational contingents.

Finally, personalities must be assessed to determine how they will impact
relationships between the contingent and the coalition and within the contingent. This is
not suggesting a work around is appropriate, rather it will facilitate interoperability and
unity of effort at the command level.

These considerations are subjective, yet offer a framework for assessment of
coalition contingents. The ability to achieve unity within a coalition is enhanced by an
appreciation for the considerations confronting each contingent. Once known by the
coalition commander and staff, areas of potential divergence can be avoided and preserve
unity of effort throughout the conduct of military operations. The scope of the task
necessitates an operational liaison, integrated within the theater staff.
VI. Conclusions

Combined operations capitalize on our peace time training, help generate and sustain international support, and enable our forces to provide the high leverage capabilities required to achieve decisive outcomes against any adversary.\textsuperscript{102}

Are the United States Armed Forces prepared to rapidly provide service specific and joint liaison teams to combatant commands in the future? The short answer is No. To rapidly provide future liaison teams will require the unified commands to identify requirements, notify the Service Components of these requirements, and train the identified personnel. The process is further complicated by the lack of joint tactics, techniques, and procedures for combined liaison in doctrine, hence the reliance on historical experience to identify a method for executing combined liaison.

Combined liaison is too important to rely on ad hoc methods. If the United States is serious about its leadership role in any future coalition, the Armed Forces should be training and resourcing operational liaison teams. Liaison teams are the theater commander's tool to bridge the gap between diplomatic efforts at the strategic level of war to form a coalition, and the operational employment of the coalition in combat operations. History has shown that requirements vary between allied and non-allied nations, yet they all "bring their separate orientations and proclivities to the practice of warfare."\textsuperscript{103} The liaison team can provide the theater commander and his staff a means for overcoming these distinct national issues, by providing an assessment of the military capabilities, personalities, and national interests of coalition nations.

The ability to achieve unity of effort within a coalition is within the theater
commanders reach, if the proper tools are utilized. The considerations and procedures for a liaison framework developed in the previous chapter offer future coalition commanders and staffs a method for ensuring unity of effort in combined operations.
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